
O’Ryan had been crouching, hidden on a small rocky hillside covered in sweet smelling 

honeysuckle and tall wooly pines when the vision in his left eye had gone berserk. He had 

flinched. The wooded landscape around him doubling, flickering between electric green and 

pitch black when with a frustrated grunt he had squeezed his eyes shut and stood up, slamming 

his head with a sickening crunch into an overhanging ledge.  

He cursed and fell back, landing with less grace than his ten years of military training 

should have let him. Hot piercing pain raced along his skull as white dots danced in the corners 

of his eyes. That no-good, obsolete, piece of bionic black-market junk, was going to ruin his 

chance at this bounty.  

O’Ryan grumbled and slumped back on the cold ground, letting his head drop between 

his knees. Putting a hand up to massage his temples he sighed. That wasn’t completely right. It 

wasn’t just the eye. He wasn’t concentrating. He was letting Ced’s and his father’s mythical 

eccentricities get to him. He was letting that bloody-darn crock of a dream get to him.  

But that girl. Had it been Metrope? He had been younger. Something about the dream. 

Something he needed to remember. If he could just focus- 

Warning. Warning. 

He winched, as a loud beep sounded in his ear followed by a familiar no nonsense 

mechanical voice. Error 370 detected. Running diagnostic program 1305 Cheer Up Buttercup It’s 

Gonna Be A-Okay. Diagnostic at 3%. 

He snorted as he blinked the text away. Whatever backwater dealer had concocted this 

mass of glitching wires and parts must have had a sense of humor.  He wondered if Ced knew 

him personally. Ced always knew the right people. Ced always knew the wrong people.  
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O’Ryan had been lucky, synthetic parts were about as easy to find as the sun rising in 

west. Let there be Quadcopters and hoverbikes that let you commute across the seas in a matter 

of hours, glowtrees that illuminated the night without electricity but human enhancements, forget 

about it. He’d only received authorization once he had agreed to work for the Queen, but if 

everything when according to plan and with his recent bagged bounties, he was beyond certain 

he deserved an upgrade. He could thank the constellations above too that, after this mission, he 

could finally afford a suitable replacement.   

That’s why he didn’t have time to waste on dreams. There were no hidden meanings. His 

father and Ced were wrong to be superstitious. Dreams were only the result of nerves, 

anticipation, and excitement. Bizarre visions, not forgotten memories. 

Warning. Warning. Diagnostic 1305 Cheer Up Buttercup It’s Gonna Be A-Okay at 

100%. Light sensor receiver 1019 unresponsive. Optic Nuclear Nerve Implant sensor +85, -75, 

21, 00, and 01 unresponsive. Diagnostic complete. The fat lady has left the building.  

O’Ryan growled as the landscape around him started to spasm again. With an irritated 

exhale, he dug into his front pocket and removed a tiny red eyedropper. Titling his head back, he 

held the uncooperative eyelid opened and squeezed the dropper twice. He felt the drops run 

down his cheek. 

Bionic Eye Met 5.0 unresponsive. Initiating shut down procedures. See ya later alligator. 

The flickering and discomfort stopped as his artificial eye went black and the electrical 

pluses that connected his manufactured optical nerve to his brain stopped firing. O’Ryan sat back 

with a relieved groan. It was a temporary fix, but it would have to work for the night. Reaching 

up, he yanked the leather visocam off his face now worthless without the use of his mechanical 

eye. Tossing it to the ground, he sat back to concentrate. 
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The target should be approaching soon from the northwest corner. Coordinate 34.701801, 

-76.752808 at the mark out point NQ1… 

He closed his eyes. An image of rippling waves and a shoreline flashed across his vision. 

A woman, mouth shut, shaking her head. A hand griping a wrist. Feet covered in sand running 

towards the water. He had been swimming. 

He had been-  He had –  He had been on this cliff way too long. He was starting to really 

smell and good constellations above, it was pointless to concentrate on a useless and stupid 

dream. Whatever he had been imagining was now as irretrievable as his worthless mechanical 

eye. Sighing, he ran a calloused hand through his dark dirty tangled curls. He should just… 

A hand clamped his shoulder. 

Years of experience and training caused his body and instincts to react first. 

Jerking to the left he reached up and grabbed the figure’s thin wrist. At the same time his 

other hand brushed his belt, releasing a small hunting knife, which he placed firmly against the 

figure’s side. For a second everything went quiet, no loud insect hum, no muffled scurrying of 

small animals, just the slight rustling of leaves in the wind. 

Then a soft voice squeaked, “Sorry sir.” 

There was a pause, then a somewhat less confidant, “Solider SQ440 reporting for night 

guard watch. I heard a sound sir. I wanted to make sure everything was in order.” 

O’Ryan spun the hunting knife back over his fingers and slid it into a side pocket before 

he let go of the man’s wrist. Remembering himself, he readjusted his demeanor and said in the 

most authoritative voice he could muster, “Solider I need your extra pair of night goggles.” 

There was a rustling followed by a thud as a pair of goggles landed in his lap. He picked 

up the circular mask and smoothed the plastic strap across his forehead tapping the side to 
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readjust the settings. A tall and lanky man came into focus glowing in vivid colors in the night 

and leaning so far forward that O’Ryan could see a tiny pimple on the end of the man’s wide pig-

like nose. 

O’Ryan pulled back. “Eh sorry solider. Do I know you?” 

He watched in amusement as the lanky man puffed out his chest to answer.  

“Names Bahari. But my friends call me Goat. Solider SQ440 of the Queen’s 3rd Infantry. 

I know you of course. The whole barrack’s been talking about you. Talking ‘bout how you’s the 

best bounty hunter this side of the Glen. My friend Bernie says you’s even better than General 

Oenopion. Mind you, I told him that nobody’s better than the great General Oenopion. He’s a 

legend.” 

O’Ryan had a few more choice words he could use to describe the great General, but he 

liked to live by a strict set of rules, one being you should never bite the hand that feeds you. 

Unfortunately for him, General Oenopion was currently that gnarly, twisted, old hand.  

“You’s know I bet General Oenopion looks up to you though. You’s bagged a lot of 

bounty this year.” 

O’Ryan grunted and turned to stand. Careful this time to miss the overhanging ledge, he 

moved past the solider heading for the edge of the stony ridge. He wondered if the solider was 

trying his hand at bad humor. Literally everyone looked up to him. He easily towered over some 

of the tallest men by a good five inches. The humor wasn’t funny. O’Ryan had heard it all 

before.  

 “That a real synthetic eye? You know Bernie seems to think the Queen special ordered 

your eye,” the solider clamored on.  
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O’Ryan stopped scanning the hillside and looked back at the little man who couldn’t 

seem to keep his mouth shut. Solider Bahari was chatty and he didn’t seem at all deterred by the 

fact that O’Ryan was technically his commanding officer. He was different from the Queen’s 

usual stoic, almost robotic soldiers.  

What did the Queen’s soldiers usually say about themselves? That they were the best of 

the best. There to get a job done. Bring glory and honor and all that junk home. This soldier’s 

manner was too eager, too inquisitive. His eyes too wide and bright. 

O’Ryan examined the solider closer, realizing with dismay that the lanky man with his 

unlined and pocked face could pass as a teenager. In fact, as O’Ryan looked closer he guessed 

Bahari couldn’t be more than seventeen. 

Stars and cosmic gas blasts above. He had a newbie on his hands.  Why would they send 

a newbie on this type of bounty? He wondered if this was the kid’s first real mission.  

“Can it detect heat patterns? Bernie says it’s been specifically designed by the Queen to 

detect the unique heat patterns of the-“ 

O’Ryan interrupted his question. “Bernie sure seems to know a lot about me and I can’t 

say I know a solider by that name.” 

With his night vision, O’Ryan could see the kid shrug. 

“But what’s that drop you’s got there then? That important?” 

Sighing, O’Ryan rubbed the back of his neck. It had to be getting close to time. His optics 

read 21:00. 

“Drop’s for maintenance kid.” 

With a twitch of his lips Bahari gave a dramatic shake. 
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“Weird. Hey, you’s excited about the celebration coming up? Never been to a celebration 

at the Palace. Actually, never been to much of any type of celebration. I hear it’s prime, real 

prime. Lots of dancing, and music, and even a parade. I hear that they even come up with a new 

drink of delight every year. Bernie says last year it tasted like peppermint and would change 

colors when you lifted it above your head and I says you’s know what Bernie? You’s sure it 

wasn’t just the fireworks? But Bernie says- “ 

But what Bernie had to say about last year’s drink of delight O’Ryan did not hear. 

As his optics read 21:03 a dark shadow about sixteen kilometers out dashed past Bahari’s 

head, a smear on an otherwise vivid night landscape. It flashed in and out scurrying for the wide 

clearing ahead. 

O’Ryan turned, tugging the kid with him and mouthed, “Let’s go.”  

He was a man of action, not of small talk, and this was what he had been waiting for. 

With a few taps he sent a quick alert through his goggles as he and the kid jogged down the 

hillside. In front of him the shadow now glowing gold in the darkness winked in and out of 

existences as it weaved between trees. O’Ryan twisted another knob on his goggles and thick 

scrolling text overlaid on the top of his good eye.  

Target acquired. Highlighting in 3.2.1. 

A sense of anticipation gripped him, and he reached back releasing his hyperblast from 

its magnetic strip. It’d been sunny the day before so the solar chargers on its beam barrel were at 

max capacity, but a good hunter did not relay on weapons alone. A hunter’s true gift was in his 

patience. Was in his trap.  
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By the time he had reached the bottom of the overhang he was joined by three other 

scouting soldiers, awake and ready. O’Ryan nodded to the men, then sprinted down the dirt path 

leaving the overhang behind.  

Target acquired. 30 meters ahead. 

His muscles sang, happy to no longer be forced into a cramped sitting position. The 

soreness would be well worth it, just as long as he kept that shadow in sight. His nerves hummed 

with the thrill of the hunt. He was close, so close, and then-then he could go home. 

As they approached the tall grass meadow the shadow darted to the right. For a second it 

bobbed up and down then disappeared. A ghost fading into the night. 

Target lost. 

O’Ryan took a deep and even breath and slowed. He gripped the hyperblast tighter in his 

right hand, shifting his weight so he could lift his left. He heard the crunch of gravel under boots 

fall quiet as the kid and his three fellow comrades came to a sudden halt behind him. They had 

made it to the clearing. An old iron gate loomed in front of them weathered and rusted from age. 

It swung on its hinges creaking in the soft night breeze. Overhead deep purple and gray clouds 

moved to block the moonlight. 

O’Ryan let his voice fall to a whisper. “Steady. We are approaching the acquired target. 

Remember to hold your fire.” 

Just as the words left his lips, the glowing gold silhouette burst forward from the opposite 

side of the iron fence startled by a bounding wolf-like dog, metallic and white in the faded 

moonlight. 

Target reacquired. Highlighting in 3.2.1 
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O’Ryan sprang ahead like a guided missile, darting through the gate and into a courtyard 

overgrown with weeds, grasses, and wildflowers. Close behind him he could hear the sound of 

several sets of boots thumping against pebbled ground. He easily outpaced his squad. His 

footstrikes weightless and swift, swinging like the needle of a pendulum. One after the other, 

after the other, after the other.  

Ahead the shadow darted behind a crumping statue, the silver wolf, its pointed ears just 

visible above the overgrown weeds, still close on its heels. 

O’Ryan slowed, his team still a few paces behind him. Ahead a gray angel statue blurry 

and indistinct a few seconds earlier materialized, sharp and clear through his night vision. A 

single granite wing spread wide in protection from the angel’s back. The other lay in pieces at 

her feet covered by dark dirty water. The angel’s body drooped inward as if sagging under an 

enormous pressure. Her arms draped over a limp man craved from marble and stone. Terrible 

sadness was etched in the wide set of her eyes and the drop of her mouth. Her expression so 

distinct even after centuries of weather sent chills down O’Ryan’s spine. 

A whimper broke the silence of the night. O’Ryan faltered. His foot splashed into a 

puddle near the edge of the angel statue’s fallen wing. He drew back and cursed, but he knew it 

was already too late. 

His heart hammered against his collarbone. Blood pounded in his ears. He counted his 

breaths – one, two, three, four, before the shadow appeared from behind the statue. For a second, 

they stood quite still, the silver and white dog nowhere to be seen. 

Target acquired. 3 meters ahead. 

The shadow tensed. O’Ryan pulled off his night googles and stepped forward leveling the 

hyperblast at his bounty. It was the best shot he would have. 
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Overhead the clouds retreated and O’Ryan saw the shape of a woman, her features 

sliding in and out of sight as the branches of overhanging trees broke the moonlight. He cocked 

the trigger. His finger twitched. Something moved in the corner of his vision. The shadow 

darted. He stepped sideways, pulling the trigger to late. A beam of light energy cracked the 

marbled statue’s shoulder. Beside him the kid smacked the ground landing on one knee with a 

loud thud.  

Solider Bahari let out a gasp. “Sorry sir. I couldn’t stop. I tripped. I didn’t see you until 

the moon…” 

O’Ryan felt his patience waver and his anger crackle. He bent, yanking the young solider 

up from the ground and pointed the hyperblast at the kid’s chest. He let his voice drop to a low 

whisper. “Do that again and I will shoot you myself for insubordination.” 

The kid cast his eyes down and nodded, murmuring for the second time that night a soft 

sorry sir. O’Ryan stared at the teen for another few seconds and when he was sure he had gotten 

his point across he motioned to his team, slamming the visocam back over his eye. 

“Let’s go.” Stepping around the boy, O’Ryan jogged forward. 

After rounding a bend and slipping down an embankment, the small group turned right 

on to a wide dirt road. Old crumbling brick buildings lined the cobble street ahead. He counted 

houses as they moved, spotting the rickety old fire escape on the third to last house on the row. 

He stopped just for a moment, letting his team catch up, then began to climb.  

From the roof he could see two more rows of houses. The last row mirrored by a dense 

forest no longer contained by the iron fence. He waited. It would work. It had to work.  
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O’Ryan turned his attention to the end of the street as three loud barks shattered the 

night’s stillness. The shadow figure materialized, a gold meteor moving at an unnatural pace. He 

smiled as he saw the dog once again close on its heels.  

O’Ryan prowled to the edge of roof and looked down. He turned back. “Ready?” 

Around him, his comrades nodded. O’Ryan moved back counting his steps. When he was 

at the other end of the roof, he launched himself forward sprinting to the edge of the roof. He felt 

the air around him condense. At one step away he jumped. Silence filled his ears. If the shadow 

figure was surprised by his appearance it didn’t show. It didn’t miss a beat. As O’Ryan landed 

with a perfectly executed roll, it slid to a stop and turned racing back towards the wolf-like dog. 

But that was what O’Ryan had wanted it to do. He heard the whoosh of the net over his 

head before he saw it. For a single millisecond, time stood still. His snare sprang. It was like 

watching a movie in fast forward that he already knew the ending to.  Right as it looked like the 

net and the shadow would collide, the shadow bent, flipped, landed for a beat, and jumped, 

scaling the dog by at least 5 meters, twice the height of a nearby crumbling building. The dog 

skidded to a halt, pivoted, and jumped at the same time. 

O’Ryan stalked closer. He could count his heartbeats by measured steps as he watched 

his trap snapped shut. 

The shadow rotated in midair trying to change direction. But it was too late. A second net 

shot from one of the broken houses’ second floors. Like a spider snaring a bug, the net twisted, 

trapping the shadow into a grid of diamond-strength mesh. With a single thud the shadow hit the 

ground less than a meter from his feet. 

O’Ryan let out a relieved exhale. 

It was over. 
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Things we like:  

-Having a blackmarket bionic eye is super cool! 

-The smaller soldier asking if it was a “real synthetic eye” 

• Very funny line “Running diagnostic program 1305 Cheer Up Buttercup It’s Gonna Be 

A-Okay. Diagnostic at 3%” I liked this too (but caveat!) 

• Good character moment: Ced always knew the right people. Ced always knew the wrong 

people.  

• Good character moment/voice: “Bernie sure seems to know a lot about me and I can’t say 

I know a solider by that name.” 

• I like the motivation drop: he just wants to go home! 

 

Things that might need a second look:  

-The beginning may be better served in past tense rather than past perfect. 100% this. Start in the 

action! The past perfect didn’t add anything and made the first paragraph a little rough to read.  

• This could be personal preference, but I thought we got too many proper nouns on that 

first page without enough context for any of them. I think it’s totally okay to namedrop 

without stopping to explain each person/place/thing, but I do think we need enough 

context that I at least have an idea where to slot that character in my brain. To be specific, 

I got really tripped up on the paragraph that goes: “He was letting Ced’s and his father’s 

mythical eccentricities get to him. . . . But that girl. Had it been Metrope? He had been 

younger. Something about the dream. Something he needed to remember.” What dream? 

What girl? What eccentricities? None of those really get expanded on in a helpful way.  

• Some blocking issues for me, especially during the wolf/statue/trap section. Not totally 

sure what’s literal and what’s metaphorical. And the dream part too/remembering. 

• Could just be me being a bad reader, but when O’Ryan says “Do that again and I will 

shoot you myself for insubordination.” I wasn’t sure what he was angry about the kid 

doing. And also, isn’t shooting someone kind of an overreaction for insubordination? 

That’s not a real thing he could do, is it? Yeah. Also, isn’t a lot riding on this? Why stop 

and snap at a kid for something that doesn’t seem like that big of a deal when you’re 

trying to catch a shadow and its dog? 

• I struggled with the second time the happy programming came up. I thought I knew what 

it meant the first time, but I’m not sure I did the second time, especially with the “the fat 

lady has left the building” thing. LIke, the mixed idiom sounds funny, but...what is it 

telling me!! 

• I really struggled with grounding here. The whole first bit we don’t know where we are 

or what we’re doing. And...though we get hints, I’m not sure we ever actually find out 

where we are or what we’re doing by the end of the scene.  I love the idea of this trick 

that catches the shadow, but it’s really hard to get excited when I literally don’t know 

their purpose is to catch the shadow or how people usually do it or whether its dangerous 

or...why it’s there?  

• Along with that: There are a lot unexplained things in this scene. There’s a shadow and a 

dog and an angel who’s holding a man and another man...and I’m never really sure 

what’s going on or what is important? 

• On a content level, most of my problems stem from the set up that O’Ryan is the best of 

the best, but he doesn’t bring the competency to make that believable. Like, even if 



bionics are so rare the best of the best can only get junk, why is he using it all? Only 

using equipment that actually helps is not that high up the skill chart for professionals. 

 


